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NPBA TRIPLE CROWN
POLE FUTURITY (NPBA TC)
NPBA TRIPLE CROWN FUTURITY RULES:

- The NPBA TC series will consist of 4 shows with a NPBA TC Pole Futurity Class.
- Each of the NPBA TC 4 shows will have a $2500 side pot for foals enrolled and in good standing
in the NPBA TC program. Rider must also be a NPBA member in good standing.
- The side pot payout will be a 3D format (1 second split) with 3 places paid in the 1D - 2 places in
the 2D, and 2 places in the 3D. The 1D 1st place will be the NPBA TC enrolled foal with the
fastest time.

NPBA TC YEAR FOAL END AWARD RULES:

- At the end of the 4 show series, the Triple Crown award will be given to owner of the high
point NPBA TC horse.
- Must have shown in 3 of the shows.
- The horses 3 fastest times will be combined to crown the champion.
- Only horses nominated to and in good standing the NPBA TC will be eligible for the NPBA TC side pot.
NPBA TC STALLION YEAR END AWARD RULES:

- Year end awards will given to the top stallion in the series.
- Cumulative points will be awarded from the sire’s foals from the 4 shows.
- Points will be given at each show based on the foals with the fastest times.
Ex. 5 pts. to ﬁrst place, 4 pts. to second place, 3 pts. to third place, 2 to 4th place and 1 to ﬁfth place.
- A stallion will only receive points from its fastest foal.
- Ties will be determined by the NPBA TC stallion nominee with the fastest time.
- Payout will be based on 80% of the stallion fees collected divided between 60% of the stallions.
Questions contact Jake Peoples - npbatcf@gmail.com or 859-322-2311

